
Be in 
Control

Reliability Workflow Platform - 
Easiest On-Call with SRE



The Problem

In today’s always-on world, not having the right incident and response 
management process comes with significant consequences.

     
The #1 reason for losing 
productivity, and missing 
critical alerts.

Alert Fatigue
An unplanned data center
outage costs companies more 
than $7,900 per minute*, and 
the cost continues to rise.

Cost of Downtime
The time lost in detection and 
identification of a critical 
incident are the biggest reason 
for delay in resolution times.

Resolution Times

Current Challenges

Lack of tools to resolve 
incidents quickly

Too many tools 
Too many alerts

Too many false 
positives

Lack of Centralized 
information

Reaching the right 
responder/s on time



Thus being alert, and able to respond 
when incidents occur becomes 

supercritical.



Great Incident Management is the 

foundation of Reliability practice.

Bring all alerts to a single 
command center

Alert Noise reduction 
and Correlation

On-call scheduling 
and intelligent routing



But today, 
Incident Management 

workflows are siloed and reactive.



Today users are expecting

nothing but the very best.

Fast and Proactive 
Issue Resolution

Feature
Velocity

Delightful
Experience



Reliability has evolved. 
You have to be proactive and preventive.

SLOs, Error Budgets, 
Service Catalog

On-call Schedules, 
Escalation Policies & 
ChatOps integrations

Status Pages & 
Postmortems

Runbooks and 
Automation
Workflows

Fix things faster and keep getting better at it.



Squadcast is designed for a zero-friction setup, ease of use and clean UI. Engineers become 
productive with the platform quickly and more efficient in day-to-day incident management.

Unlike other incident management tools, Squadcast has been designed around modern SRE 
principles. Our platform allows tech teams to continuously optimize incident resolution, place 

more focus on innovation, and deliver quality digital experiences

Key On-Call Features Key SRE FeaturesNoise Reduction Features
➔ Actions for Automated Resolution
➔ ChatOps Functionalities
➔ Postmortem Reports
➔ SLOs and Error Budget Tracking
➔ Status Page

➔ On-call Scheduling and 
Rotations

➔ Alert Forwarding
➔ Escalation Policies
➔ Notification Preferences

➔ Alert deduplication
➔ Autocorrelation
➔ Alert Suppression
➔ Maintenance mode

Introducing Squadcast - 
Incident Response the SRE Way
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Who is it for?

Software Engineering

Engineering Leadership Support

IT Operations/NOCSRE/DevOps

Managed Service 
Providers



TRUE Reliability 

Identify, Isolate and Route 
Incidents to the right folks

TRIAGE
Seamless Collaboration 
aiding Rapid Response

RESOLVE
Fix vulnerabilities & build 
Resilient Systems

UNDERSTAND
Balance Innovation and 
Reliability

ENHANCE

RELIABILITY 

WORKFLOW 

PLATFORM

Incident Notes

ChatOps

Automation Workflows

Response Actions

Runbooks

Retrospectives

Status Page

Reliability 
Insights

SLOs and Error 
Budget

Mobile App

Alert Routing

Collaboration

Integrations

Service Catalog

Call Routing

Squads

Escalation 
Policies

On-Call 
Schedules

Incident 
Analytics

INCIDENT
RESPONSE

ON-CALL

PROACTIVE INCIDENT MANAGEMENT



Squadcast’s USP

On - Call Management Incident Response    SRE Features

The only comprehensive Integrated Reliability Management platform out there.  *for detailed comparison click here

https://www.squadcast.com/pagerduty-vs-opsgenie-vs-xmatters


Benefits

Reduce toil with effective on call alerting
Squadcast alerts the right people at the right time. Effectively 
group duplicate alerts and suppress unwanted alerts.

Data driven insights 
Use incident analytics and insights to spot areas of 
improvement. Surface key incident metrics, team’s performance 
in acknowledging and resolving, and your On-call effectiveness.

Stay on top of SLO budgets
Balance reliability and innovation with Squadcast’s SLO 
tracker. Separate the right signals from the noise and track the 
right metrics that impact your business.

Incident management on the go
Incidents don’t wait for you to be at your desk. Squadcast adds a 
layer of flexibility with its mobile app where users can both 
manage & take actions on incidents.

Incident retrospectives
Squadcast enables you to embrace blameless retrospectives & 
practice continuous improvement by learning from every 
incident. Leverage reusable checklists and postmortem 
templates in an automated way to optimize your reliability.

Transparency with Status pages
Enable transparency by displaying service downtime and 
outages. Leverage Status Pages as the ultimate source of truth 
for your system’s current status, past incidents, RCAs and more.

Squadcast USP
Fix issues faster, 
Be in Control

One platform for all 
your Reliability needs

Optimize Savings



Why companies choose Squadcast 
as their Incident Response Platform?

4x faster 
Time to Recovery

Fewer
SLO Breaches

4x 40%
Improved Pace of 

Engineering Delivery

33%



Reduce Alert Fatigue with

Automatically group similar 
alerts arising from different 
alert sources and services to 

curb alert noise

Automatically suppress alerts 
for non-critical incidents to 

avoid unnecessary notifications 
and reduce alert noise

Automatically suppress alerts 
notifications for incidents that 

get triggered during service 
maintenance period

Deduplication Rules Suppression Rules Maintenance Rules



Set-up flexible on-call 
schedules for your teams

On-call Scheduling
Define rules to escalate alerts 

to specific users/ teams via 
Email, SMS, Push, Phone and 
ChatOps based on incident 

severity/ priority

Escalation Policies
Automatically add tags like 

Priority, Severity or Alert type to 
get more context when an 

incident is first reported

Routing based on Tags

Intelligent Routing



SRE with Squadcast

Reducing 
Organization Silos

Interact with your team in incident 
specific chatroom and keep you 

stakeholders informed via 
Statuspage during critical outages

Create postmortem reports to 
ensure all incidents are used as 

learning opportunities

Blameless 
Postmortems

Dashboards 
and Analytics

Combine metrics with feedback loops 
to measure ops and identify 

opportunities for improvements



SRE with Squadcast

Runbooks
Checklist of required steps and actions 

required to successfully respond to specific 
incident types

SLO tracker
Define target SLO and use 

corresponding SLIs to track Error 
Budget



Interact with your team in incident specific 
chatroom and keep you stakeholders informed 

via Statuspage during critical outages

Collaboration & Communication

Actions and Insights

Create tickets in IT ticketing tools, perform roll back 
actions with CI/CD integrations and auto-fill post 

incident review reports

Actioning



Actions and Insights (Contd)

Know MTTA and MTTR to 
keep up with the SLA

Dashboard & Analytics

Send data from Squadcast 
to any other platform

Outgoing Webhooks



Squadcast   "Best Software Award" in the IT Management 
category by G2 🎉 Read full report here.

G2 Reviews and Quadrant Leader

https://www.squadcast.com/blog/squadcast-earns-a-spot-on-g2s-top-50-best-software-awards-for-it-management-products-2022


Brands that trust us



Udaan Case Study

BEFORE AFTER

Lack of a centralized on-call 
scheduling & rotations calendar

Automated scheduling enabled quick & 
accurately routed on-call notifications

Squadcast's automation rules 
streamlined their Alerting processes 

& reduced fatigue

Faster response as a result of 
smarter Alert routing capabilities 

Centralized incident metrics dashboard with 
clear visibility for stakeholders 

Non-existence of 
Escalation Policies

Complexity involving 
Alert Routing 

Lack of visibility into Incident 
resolution status 

OUTCOME
● 60-75% Reduction in MTTR, 
● Teams are able to restore service 10x faster
● Laid foundation for SRE best practices with Squadcast 



Success Stories from our Customers



Experience Squadcast for free!

The Reliability 
Workflow 
Platform

Squadcast Cloud
Start for free

Zero friction setup

Pay only for what you need

https://app.squadcast.com/register

